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All About You, Up For Sale:

Door Prizes

How Data Brokers Like Cambridge
Analytica Construct Consumer Identities
Dr. Wendy Stephens
Jacksonville State University
4T Virtual Conference on Data Literacy
Day One: July 11, 2018

A project of the University of Michigan School of Information, ICPSR, with help from the U-M School of Education. This
project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services RE 00-00-15-0113-15.

Door Prize: 3 Months of Easel.ly Pro

2018 – 2019 Clients and Partners Sought!
The University of Michigan School of Information offers
organizations an opportunity to benefit from students' developing
skill sets through client-based courses and programs.
Students are available to:
• Establish and maintain internal library systems or archival collections
• Provide community profiles to inform questions affecting cities, non-profits, or libraries
• Organize and analyze information systems
• Improve information flow through process analysis
• Provide user experience and design recommendations for websites, apps, and software
• Gather, manipulate, analyze, and visualize data
• Develop, implement, and analyze social media strategy
• Analyze or develop guidelines for online communities
• Develop a content management system (CMS) or interactive website

Contact umsi.client.engagement@umich.edu
Visit umsi.info/clientopportunities to learn more and propose a project.
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SCECHs
Log in with your full name
Attend all of at least 4 live sessions and up to 8
Scan/photograph your form and email to
4t.data@gmail.com by 11:59pm Eastern on
Friday, July 13.
More information:
http://dataliteracy.si.umich.edu/scech

For non-Michigan educators
needing proof of attendance …
Follow SCECH instructions (scan and email).
Plus
Go to http://bit.ly/4t-store
Pay $25 there no later than 11:59pm
Eastern on Friday, July 13.
Submit your form to 4t.data@gmail.com
u

u

u

http://dataliteracy.si.umich.edu/conference
#4tdl
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All About You, Up For Sale:

Join us in the chat!
Where are you from?

How Data Brokers Like Cambridge
Analytica Construct Consumer Identities
Dr. Wendy Stephens
Jacksonville State University
4T Virtual Conference on Data Literacy
July 11-12, 2018

A project of the University of Michigan School of Information, ICPSR, with help from the U-M School of Education. This
project was made possible in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services RE 00-00-15-0113-15.

Today, we’ll …

Wendy
Stephens,
Presenter

1. Think about data as a
commodity
2. Talk about what types of data
are identifiable and why it matters
3. Work on reclaiming our privacy
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Category

Provided

Sub-Category

Example

Level of Individual
Awareness

Initiated

o Applications
o Registrations
o Public records
o Filings
o Licenses
o Credit card
purchases

High

Transactional

o Bills paid
o Inquiries
responded to
o Public records
o Health
o Schools
o Courts
o Surveys

High

Posted

o Speeches in public
settings
o Social network
postings
o Photo services
o Video sites

High

Example

Level of Individual
Awareness

“The Origins of Personal Data and its Implications for
Governance” By Martin Abrams
The Information Accountability Foundation

Category

Observed

Level of Individual
Awareness

Sub-Category

Example

Engaged

o Cookies on a
website
o Loyalty card
o Enabled location
sensors on personal
devices

Not Anticipated

o Data from sensor
technology on car
o Time paused over
a pixel on the
screen of
a tablet

Low

Passive

o Facial images
from CCTV
o Obscured web
technologies
o Wi-Fi readers in
buildings that
establish
location

Low

“The Origins of Personal Data and its Implications for
Governance” By Martin Abrams
The Information Accountability Foundation

Category

Medium

Sub-Category

Computational

Derived
Notational

o Credit ratios
o Average
purchase per
visit
o Classification
based on
common
attributes of
buyers

Medium to Low

Medium to Low

“The Origins of Personal Data and its Implications for
Governance” By Martin Abrams
The Information Accountability Foundation
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Category

Sub-Category

Statistical

Inferred
Advanced
Analytics

“The Origins of Personal Data and its Implications for
Governance” By Martin Abrams
The Information Accountability Foundation

Example

Level of Individual
Awareness

o Credit score
o Response score
Low
o Fraud scores
o Risk of
developing a
disease based
multi- factor
analysis
o College
success score
based on multivariable big data
analysis at age 9

Low

https://www.labnol.org/internet/facebook-imagerecognition/29222/

“An LPR detection consists of
an image of the vehicle, an
infrared image of the license
plate, the license plate read
as interpreted by the system,
a time and date stamp, GPS
coordinates of the vehicle
making the license plate
capture, as well as
information on the operator of
the LPR system and the
camera making the capture.”
“… in aggregate, LPR data
can “provide details about an
individual’s private life, such
as frequenting a place of
worship or participating in
protests and meetings,
thereby implicating
constitutionally-protected
freedoms.”
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1. A contract to provide ICE access to Thomson Reuters’ Consolidated Lead Evaluation and
Reporting (CLEAR) system, which contains information that ICE uses to identify and target
suspects, businesses and assets for arrest, seizure, and forfeiture.
2. A contract to integrate license plate recognition (LPR) data into the CLEAR system. LPRs are
roadside cameras that automatically photograph passing license plates and convert the images
into a computer-readable format, creating a “read” that contains license plate numbers and
registration data, vehicles’ makes and models, camera IDs that include passenger IDs in some
cases, GPS coordinates, and the time and date each photograph was taken to pinpoint
peoples’ locations.
3. A contract to give ICE “subscription data services” that continuously monitor and alert ICE
about changes to immigrant’s FBI numbers; State Identification Numbers; jail booking data;
credit history; insurance claims; phone number account information; wireless phone accounts;
wire transfer data; driver’s license information; vehicle registration information; property
information; payday loan information; public court records; incarceration data; employment
address data; Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) data; and employer records.
“Surveillance and legal research providers: what you need to know.” (July 9, 2018).
By Sarah Lamdan. Law Librarian Blog. Accessed at https://llb2.com/2018/07/09/surveillanceand-legal-research-providers-what-you-need-to-know/
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Black Mirror (2016) “Nosedive,” S 3, Ep 1.
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MIT researchers show you can be identified by a just few data points
When the researchers also considered coarse-grained information about the
prices of purchases, just three data points were enough to identify an even
larger percentage of people in the data set. That means that someone with
copies of just three of your recent receipts — or one receipt, one
Instagram photo of you having coffee with friends, and one tweet about
the phone you just bought — would have a 94 percent chance of
extracting your credit card records from those of a million other people.
This is true, the researchers say, even in cases where no one in the data set
is identified by name, address, credit card number, or anything else that we
typically think of as personal information.
http://news.mit.edu/2015/identify-from-credit-card-metadata-0129
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https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2013/12/data-brokers-wont-even-tell-thegovernment-how-it-uses-sells-your-data/

“Facebook will tell you it’s because
distinguishing truth from lies is none of its
business. The purpose of the news feed, the
company explains, is not to sift right from
wrong or good from bad according to some
objective standard. It’s to sift
what’s interesting to each Facebook user
from what isn’t—that is, to give its users
what they want. And what they want,
Facebook has learned, is to see what their
friends, family, and acquaintances are
talking about. Whether that’s a cute baby
photo, a serious current event, a clever
lifehack, or a 9/11 conspiracy theory is not
Facebook’s concern.

Who Needs the NSA When We Have
Facebook?
“In many ways, the biggest threat to our
own privacy is ourselves. We say we value
our privacy, but we simultaneously
broadcast the details of our lives to friends
and family via social media such as
Facebook or — especially in the case of
Twitter — the entire world. The growth of
such social media networks has radically
changed people’s perception of privacy,
Madhyastha explained.

http://magazine.ucr.edu/85

“Ten years ago, if you said that hundreds of
millions of users would daily go online and
share information about themselves with
others, you would be considered crazy,” he
said. “But that is precisely what we have
today.”

http://www.slate.com/
articles/technology/te
chnology/2014/12/fac
ebook_copyright_noti
ce_hoax_how_algorith
ms_could_stop_misinfo
rmation.html

“Our goal is to connect people with the
content they're most interested in and not to
prioritize one point of view over another,”
spokeswoman Jessie Baker told me.”
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“from the user profile in SNS, we can
collect all the information that relates to
person's mood, and negativism.”
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Additionally, given that companies and governments are increasingly using
computer vision algorithms to detect people’s intimate traits, our findings expose a
threat to the privacy and safety of gay men and women.””
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Janet Vertesi
sociologist of science and
technology
Assistant Professor in the
Sociology Department at
Princeton University

10 ways GDPR differs from the US privacy model
1) Definition of a data breach
2) Risk of harm threshold for reporting
3) Safe harbor for strong security measures
4) Timing of the notifications
5) Recipients of the notifications
6) Content of the notifications
7) No credit-monitoring expectation
8) No “walls of shame” – yet
9) Obligations for processors to notify
10) Post-mortem documentation

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/cybersecurity/library/broader-perspectives/gdpr-differences.html
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Recommended reading

Recommended reading

Automating inequality: how high-tech tools profile, police, and punish the
poor. Virginia Eubanks. New York: St. Martin's Press, 2017

Twitter and tear gas : the power and fragility of networked protest.
Zeynep Tufekci. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2017.

“Marginalized groups face
higher levels of data collection
when they access public
benefits, walk through highly
policed neighborhoods, enter
the health-care system, or
cross national borders. That
data acts to reinforce their
marginality when it is used to
target them for suspicion and
extra scrutiny.”

“Facebook changed the
picture significantly by opening
to the masses the networked
public sphere that had
previously been available only
to a marginal, self-selected
group of people who were
already politically active…”

Recommended reading
Weapons of math destruction how big data increases inequality and
threatens democracy. Cathy O'Neil. New York; Broadway Books, 2016.
“The questionnaire includes
circumstances of a criminal’s birth and
upbringing, including his or her family,
neighborhood, and friends. These details
should not be relevant to a criminal case
or to the sentencing. Indeed, if a
prosecutor attempted to tar a defendant by
mentioning his brother’s criminal record or
the high crime rate in his neighborhood, a
decent defense attorney would roar,
“Objection, Your Honor!” And a serious
judge would sustain it. This is the basis of
our legal system. “

Algorithms of oppression : how search engines reinforce racism
Safiya Umoja Noble. New York: New York University Press, 2018

“The intensive participation of
people in uploading,
downloading, sharing, tagging,
browsing, community building
and content generation allows
for mass distribution and oneto-many or many-to-many
distribution in a way that
traditional media could not have
done because of its centralized
nature.”
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Antisocial media : how facebook disconnects us and undermines
democracy. Siva Vaidhyanathan. New York: Oxford University Press, 2018.

“Ultimately, those of us who
wish for a healthier public
culture will have to strengthen
other institutions such as
libraries, schools, universities,
and civil society organizations
that might offer richer
engagement with knowledge
and community. That effort will
take decades to come to
fruition.”

Recap:

Questions?

1. With or without
context, data can be
dangerous

Dr. Wendy Stephens

2. You can deploy your
personal data
strategically

School of Education,
Jacksonville State
University
wstephens@jsu.edu

3. Greater data
protections should be
inevitable
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Please take the evaluation
(link in chat)
to be entered for door prizes!
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